
IUF/Coca-Cola meeting, Atlanta, October 4, 2005
Present:

For the Coca-Cola Company:

Morning Session

Ed Potter, Director, Global Labor Relations and Workplace Accountability

Cynthia McCague, Director, Global Human Relations

Linda Spencer, Workplace Accountability Counsel

Afzaal Malik, Director, Public Affairs and Stakeholder Relations

Cindy Sawyer, Global Labor Relations Consultant

Harry Ott, Director, Global Water Resources Center

Paula Schneider, Presenter on HIV/AIDS Program

Stuart Kyle, Director, Supplier Guiding Principles

Afternoon session:

Potter, Spencer, Malik, Sawyer

For the IUF (both morning and afternoon sessions):

Ron Oswald, General Secretary

Paul Garver

Beatriz Sosa Martinez, Latin American Region

Johan Botella, NGG Germany

Tina Buonaugurio, RWDSU

Gary Miner, RWDSU

Mike Reuter, CAW Canada

Ma Wei Pin, Asia/Pacific Regional Secretary

Hideo Ode, UI Zensen Japan

Mitsuo Oba, UI Zensen

Yasuhiro Seko, UI Zensen, President Tokyo Coca-Cola Bottling Workers Union

Hiroyuki Nagashima, Food-Rengo Japan

Yasuo Wagatsuma, Food-Rengo, President Tone Coca-Cola Bottling Workers
Union

Emilo Murakami, Japanese interprter



Summary of Discussions on Agenda Items

(Action Items for Follow-Up in Bold Italics)

1. Trade Union and Employment Rights Issues

Russia

At the Volzhsky plant, the administration is not bargaining in good faith over the
creation of any regulations for the wage system. It is also not providing the union
with necessary information on wage issues.  A union founder, reinstated by labour
court following an unjustified dismissal, was not been provided with work and
has not received his back wages.

Ed Potter will follow-up with CCHBC regarding the discharge of the union
leader and the failure to provide the union information needed to engage in
collective bargaining.

Switzerland

Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company sent letters to individual employees
unilaterally changing their terms and conditions of employment. Although the
UNIA union is authorized by employees at the three sites to negotiate on their
behalf, the company has not yet agreed to collective negotiations.

Ed Potter .will follow-up with CCHBC regarding collective bargaining issues in
the Swiss operations.

Philippines (excessive outsourcing)

The Alliance of Coca-Cola Unions of the Philippines has lost about 40 per cent of
its membership over the last two years to outsourcing and to the replacement of
permanent employees by sub-contracted ones (see attached chart).

The Company asked for more detailed information on number of permanent
employees who had been replaced by casualized employees and for details on
outsourced employment.

• Ma Wei Pin will provide Ed Potter with more detailed information on
outsourcing in Coca-Cola operations in the Philippines.  The information will
include locations impacted and numbers of workers, as available.
Guatemala – Worker Rights Abuses at INCASA

INCASA, franchise operator for two bottling plants in Guatemala, has been
engaged in a longstanding anti-union campaign, promoting company-dominated
solidarismo as an illegitimate alternative to the union. In 2001 it fired 13 workers
at its Retalhuleu plant for trying to form a union part of the IUF-affiliated
FESTRAS federation. Although the highest court in Guatemala has ordered the
reinstatement of these workers, the company has refused to do so.



The IUF demanded that this situation be corrected promptly (in a 2-4 week
time frame). The Company will discuss it face-to-face with the local franchise
in November.

• Beatriz Sosa Martinez  will provide Ed Potter with copies of the Constitutional
Court decisions ordering the reinstatement of the 13 SITINCA workers at the
INCASA plant in Retalhuleu.

• Ed Potter will initiate action in an effort to address the situation prior to his trip
to Guatemala in November.
Turkey (distributor: Trakya Nakliyat)

Between May and July 2005 The Turkish distributor for Coca-Cola fired over 100
workers at the Dudullu and Yensibona plants for being members of the DISK
union federation. Workers joining a protest demonstration were arrested and
beaten by riot police.

The Company is studying issue and may conduct an expedited
audit/investigation.

• Ron Oswald will have follow-up discussions with DISK and relay additional
detail to Ed Potter.
Indonesia (supplier: United Can Company)

In June 2005 the United Can Company, whose primary customer is Coca-Cola
Indonesia, terminated 12 workers who were involved in a unionization effort.
Bribes were offered to other workers if they would resign from the union
(affiliated to the GSBI federation).

• Ed Potter will continue to review the situation related to the can supplier in
Indonesia, and build the input provided by Ma We Pin into his review and
upcoming discussions with TCCC management.

Canada

• Mike Reuter will provide additional detail via email to Ed Potter regarding the
scheduling/quality of life issue related to the distribution center in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan

• Mike will also provide an email to Ed with additional detail on the
outsourcing/contracting of distribution to third parties in Quebec and other
locations.

2. Coca-Cola Human Rights Policy and Strategy Update

A presentation was made by Ed Potter, Director of Global Labor Relations and
Workplace Accountability. The company’s human rights policy is under development,
and formal consultation with the IUF (and with other so-called “stakeholders”) is
taking place beginning around 15 October 2005.



3. Burma: Use of Coke-branded apparel made in Burma in Canada (Oceanic
Trading Company) and elsewhere

In response to a protest about Burma-labeled Coca-Cola apparel and uniforms from
CAW Local 350 representing Coca-Cola employees in Edmonton, Coca-Cola Canada
Ltd agreed to review its policies on procurement suppliers and indirect suppliers, and
to tell its novelty suppliers that it will not purchase merchandise contained any
component sourced from Burma.

The Company agrees that in view of the fact that the regime in Burma is
responsible for systematic violations of human rights and workers rights nothing
should be sourced directly or indirectly from Burma.

4. Workplace Accountability Process and Structure

a.  Development and use of Audit Results

The Company reported on the development of its workplace accountability
process and structure. The IUF had expressed concern that this programme is
being developed unilaterally and with little credibility. For example local and
national unions have not been adequately informed and consulted about the audits
that are taking place and audits conducted by CSCC, an NGO lacking credibility,
in Colombia were hastily released, in a failed attempt to deflect criticism of
allegations of human rights violations in Colombia.

Several crucial new appointments have recently been made to develop the
organizational structure of the Global Labor Relations and Workplace
Accountability function at the Company. The supplier and bottler assessments
now fall within the purview of this function, and regional workplace
accountability managers will be appointed to facilitate the assessments and
remediation of violations they uncover.

The IUF team noted these organizational developments, while stressing that
any internal processes include expedited procedures for the rapid correction of
violations of worker rights reported through the IUF.

5. Colombia Update

a. Carepa

Substantial issues continue over pressure on sales personnel to accept
voluntary resignation (by assigning their routes to contract employees).

False accusations have been made against union leaders for allegedly
directing employees not to work.

The numerous health and safety violations uncovered in the CSCC audit,
have not been remedied, and the company has not responded to a union
proposal for ten necessary specific safety improvements.



Accepting the importance of this issue to the IUF, the Company’s Labor
Relations Director should meet directly with the Carepa franchise
management and IUF affiliate in Colombia in the near future.

• The IUF will send Ed Potter an email with detail related to the FEMSA’s anti-
union labor relations practices, including issues related to Quality Circles and
outsourcing.

• Ed Potter will discuss the issues with FEMSA during his upcoming meetings
and seek to facilitate a meeting with IUF Colombia unions, FEMSA, and
TCCC representatives.

• The IUF will provide contact information for its Colombian representative in
order that Ed Potter may schedule a time to meet with him in Colombia during
the week of October 24 to discuss the issues raised related to FEMSA and the
Carepa plant.

• Ed Potter and Stuart Kyle will review the 12 Safety and Health issues raised in
the CSCC audit as well as other issues cited, and ensure that action plans are
implemented.

b. Foundation

The company has funded a foundation established in Colombia to
answer criticism of its human rights record by spending money on
community improvement programs and education. However the
agreement of head of the CUT labor federation to serve on the board
of the foundation has been rejected by the federation's governing body,
and he is therefore serving on the Board of Directors in a personal
capacity only. The Board of Directors has met several times, has hired
an Executive Director and begun working on two major projects,
involving the education of children of displaced families at five sites,
including one near Carepa.

c. Progress on proposal and meeting about independent investigation

Many advocate groups, including students on many US Coca-Cola’s
human rights record in Colombia, are insisting on an independent
investigation of the accusations against Coca-Cola in Colombia. The IUF
has repeatedly stressed to the company the need for it to confront these
accusations in a more credible way. The IUF also stressed the need to
reach a settlement as soon as possible with the lawyers representing the
plantiff in the current lawsuit in the Florida courts.

Discussions between US university administrators and the Company
over the terms of reference of an independent third party assessment are
advancing slowly.

6. Regional Developments and Prospects

a. Germany and Central Europe



The company’s business in Germany remains depressed. The union is
concerned in particular about the future of the eight franchise bottlers, which
may be taken over and merged into a single anchor bottler.  The works
councils of the franchise bottlers are not being sufficiently informed about the
future of the business, raising fears about massive job losses.

The new business structure in Europe is complex and the decision-making process
is not yet transparent. Different programs have been announced by the Company
(“Manifesto for Growth”) and the bottlers (“Towards World Class”), the
coordination of which is not evident to European employees, works councils and
unions.

The affected European unions propose that the Company set up ongoing
discussions possibly leading to an agreement on organizing its Europe business
and bottler structure in such a way as to minimize negative impacts on its
employees by company restructuring.

• Ed Potter will brief management in The Coca-Cola Company on the discussion
related to alignment between bottlers and the company, communication and
transparency.

• Ed will explore the best way to approach further dialogue on this issue, and
contact Ron Oswald to arrange further management, NGG and IUF
discussions.
Irial Finan, the global manager of bottling investments, should be available
for the next semi-annual IUF/Coca-Cola meeting to discuss these issues.

b. Japan

The Japanese unions expressed their satisfaction that a meeting had been arranged
through Darien Rich to discuss issues related to the engagement of the bottlers in
Japan. There has been a commitment to more regular communications. One
ongoing issue is the conditions of employees in the companies to which their
employment has been sub contracted.

• Ed Potter will facilitate through Darian Rich more communication on
developments with Japan IUF representatives.
c. South Asia

Pakistan – Consequences of possible transfer of ownership/
management of Coca-Cola Pakistan to the Turkish bottler Andalou

India – Consequences of changes in management and structure of
Hindustan Coca-Cola.

The top manager of Coca-Cola has resigned and is being replaced because
of differences over policy. There have been major structural changes in the
business, including the consolidation of the company-owned bottlers (80
per cent of output) into a separate company from the divisions still
responsible for concentrate, marketing and relations with franchise



bottlers. This could be a prelude to sale of the company-owned bottling
units to an anchor bottler, with possible implications for the employees,
such as the concerns expressed by the Pakistan Coke unions.

The Company responded that there are no current plans to sell the
company-owned Pakistan or India bottlers.

7. HIV/AIDS:  Possible joint company/union work in Africa and the World AIDS
Campaign

The Company made a presentation on Coca-Cola’s Global Involvement in
HIV/AIDS Pandemic, noting that the epidemic is rapidly spreading in
Eastern Europe, India and China, thereby jeopardizing Coke employees
and their families there as well as in Africa.

The IUF noted that since many HIV-Positive Coke employees fear
discrimination and so do not report their infection, unions should be able
to help improve the take-up rate for programmes of care and drug
availability by involving the unions in their design and implementation.

The IUF proposed, and Cynthia McCague, the Company’s Vice-
President for Global Human Resources, accepted, that a meeting
should promptly be set up among Company and IUF representatives
along with the World Aids Campaign.

• Ed Potter will organize a meeting to explore how The Coca-Cola Company and
the IUF might work together to address the HIV/AIDS issue in the Coca-Cola
system.  Meeting participants will likely be held in London and include Ed
Potter, Paula Schneider, Afzaal Malik, Carol Wainaina, and Alex Cummings
(or most appropriate division level subject matter expert)  from The Coca-Cola
Company, Ron Oswald from the IUF, and Marcel van Soest from the World
AIDS Campaign.

8. Update on India Water Issue

The Plachimada plant in Kerala has again been ordered closed by the
Kerala Pollution Control Board for alleged cadmium contamination. Other
Coke plants also face continuing agitation over water usage.

Following a presentation on the Company’s Water Resource strategy, the
IUF noted that the Company’s technical arguments had not been effective
in convincing critics, in particular in India.

• Harry Ott and Afzaal Malik will provide Ron Oswald with a list of third parties
who can provide third-party support statements concerning Coca Cola’s water
initiatives in India.

The IUF offered to facilitate a meeting in India between relevant
Company representatives and the leadership of the India Soft Drinks
Workers Council to discuss the concerns of Coca-Cola Workers’



unions around this issue. IUF regional secretary Ma Wei Pin would
contact Harry Ott to discuss arrangements for such a meeting.

Future Meetings and Agenda Items

• 2006 Meetings will be held in Atlanta and follow the same process as the
meeting held on October 4.

• Potential dates for 2006 meetings include:
o February 6 – 7 or February 13 – 14
o September 11 – 12

• Ed Potter will review dates relative to Company executive calendars, to ensure
that the meetings include executive business presentations and take place in the
presence of senior Coca-Cola executive officers.

• The next consultation will have Outsourcing and related practices as a major
agenda item.


